**How Hollywood Execs Get in Top Fighting Shape**

**Introducing Star Wars’ Body Squad**

Santa Monica’s Chris and Paul Vincent got Han, Rey, Finn and Leia into fighting form as loyal sports and Hollywood clients praise their holistic, personalized training and “confidence factor”

**By Paul DeForest**

**THE HOLLYWOOD REPORTER | 01.22.16**

**PHOTOGRAPHED BY JON KOPALOFF/FILMMAGIC. HARPER: COURTESY OF BAD ROBOT. KENNEDY: DAVID M. BENETT/DAVE BENETT/WIREIMAGE. SCHREIBER: JASON KEMPIN/GETTY IMAGES. Force Awakens, she starred as Mara Jade, the secret, long lost daughter of Luke Skywalker (Mark Hamill) and Leia Organa (Carrie Fisher). Her character, in the end, is revealed to be a Jedi and a member of the Jedi Order, thus making her a sister of Luke and a cousin of Leia.
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